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This report shows all the companies that exhibit their Media & Substrates and Inkjet Ink consumables for wide format printers during one of the largest signage trade shows in Middle East: SGI Dubai 2020.

We at FLAAR-REPORTS enjoyed being in friendly Dubai at the important first-expo-of-the-year SGI, Sign Middle East, 2020.

With over 20 years of attending printer and visual communications trade shows around the world we have seen the evolution, the changes.

This is why over half a million people read our FLAAR-REPORTS. And many print shop owners and distributors tell us they keep track of which expos we attend, since they know we will not attend an expo that is no longer worthwhile (for example, we stopped attending Graphics of the Americas in Florida and we stopped attending GraphExpo (“PRINT”) in Chicago already several years ago. And we stopped attending VISCOM Paris and VISCOM Spain in past years as well. None of these expos existed a year later. But other expos rose (often a combination of two different expos joining forces). Evolution is part of life and part of successful business around the world.

The purpose of our report is to guide the new companies starting in the digital printing market and to guide any company wishing to increase their production and performance so they can get better final results.

SGI Dubai 2020 was a great place to see and experience media, printable substrates. and inks. If you are a print shop, by offering your clients innovative printable materials you can make everyone happy.

Please realize that until we visit a factory and get to know end-users who like the media, we do not give evaluations or recommendations. We can only provide a list. Once we can visit a factory and get to know a specific brand, then we can provide review evaluations and recommendations.
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Emirates Panel Manufacture is dedicated to manufacturing and production of various grades of ACP and Polycarbonate Solid Sheets
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